
 

College Representative Report 
 
Per the College Representative Code of Procedure Policy 018, each college pair is responsible 
for submitting one report and updates to the Cabinet Chair 72-hours before the cabinet meeting.  
Reports should cover college announcements, updates and speak to the following questions. 
 
College: College of Education                                                         Date: 9/23/18 

Representative Name(S): Raul Rodriguez and Raymond Peters 

I. How did you complete your specific duties during this period in relation to the ASI 
policy? Please provide detail regarding the project(s) are you currently working 
on?  
The GetSafe campaign is set for the 29th of this month.  On September 20, 2019, 
me and Raymond addressed the faculty at the Saw meeting (School As A 
whole). We introduce faculty members to ASI and spoke on the goals we want 
to reach between ASI and CCOE this semester. We asked faculty for their 
support in addressing student involvement. 
 
 

 
II. What did you learn during this biweekly period? Do you have any comments or 

concerns that ASI can follow up on?    
One area that the students have had deep concerns is advisement. Several 
students have expressed to me that they left advisement with more questions or 
they were confused on what was explained to them. 
I want to do a survey on exactly what is lacking in advisement and presented to 
the Office of Student Affairs. 
I like the flyer that Jacob made on advisement.  
 
 
 

III. What are your goals for the upcoming semester? 
 
We want to do another GetSafe campaign, this first one sold out in just a few 
days. 
 
 

IV. How do you plan on helping resolve issues that constituents have? 
We are planning to meet with the director of student services and plan with them 
on setting a couple of days that they can offer an advisement workshop.  
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